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FONDEMENT DE LA CONFIANCE EN LA SÛRETÉ
AU COURS D'UNE LONGUE PÉRIODE DE STOCKAGE PERMANENT

DES DÉCHETS DE COMBUSTIBLE NUCLÉAIRE

par

C.J. Allan et S.H. Whitaker

RÉSUMÉ

Le Canada, comme d'autres pays, fonde ses programmes de stockage permanent
des déchets de combustible nucléaire sur le stockage dans des formations
géologiques profondes, dans notre cas, dans la roche plutonîque stable du
Bouclier canadien. La confiance en la sûreté au cours d'une longue période
du stockage permanent est fondée sur la manière d'envisager la caractérisa-
tion du site et la conception, la construction, l'exploitation et finale-
ment la fermeture de l'enceinte de stockage.

La conception du système de stockage repose sur des barrières multiples,
naturelles et artificielles, qui servent à isoler les déchets de la bio-
sphère. Les barrières ouvragées (conteneur, tampon, remblai, fermetures
d'étanchélté) sont conçues pour s'harmoniser avec les caractéristiques de
l'environnement du site (par ex., la chimie, les contraintes) et les pro-
cessus inhérents à cet environnement (par ex., la corrosion, la sorption,
la diffusion, l'advection), de telle sorte que l'environnement du site
contribue à la longévité des barrières.

En utilisant cette méthode, on peut obtenir une grande partie de l'informa-
tion nécessaire pour évaluer l'évolution future du site à partir des don-
nées de caractérisatlon du site, c'est-à-dire d'après les indices préservés
dans la masse rocheuse et l'ecu souterraine. Dans le cas du Canada, les
traces des modifications antérieures préservées dans la roche et dont on
dispose à des fins d'investigation peuvent remonter jusqu'à deux milliards
d'années. À ces indices vient s'ajouter une connaissance précise des
processus qui entrent en jeu qui découle des études au laboratoire et sur
le terrain. Les études sur le terrain, qui comprennent les études des
analogues naturels, peuvent étendre les connaissances sur les courtes
périodes, provenant des études au laboratoire, aux périodes plus longue
auxquelles on s'Intéresse, c'est-à-dire des dizaines de milliers d'années.

L'approche à la caractérisation du site et à la conception de la construc-
tion, l'exploitation et finalement la fermeture de l'enceinte de stockage,
repose sur une méthode qui fait appel aux données de l'observation, qui est
l'approche utilisée dans les travaux sérieux d'étude géotechnique. Il
s'agit d'un processus itératif appliqué de façon continue. Dès la phase de
sélection du site, on fait des évaluations des conditions du site fondées
sur toutes les données disponibles. Les connaissances relatives au site
sont incorporées dans des modèles qui servent à la conception et aux études
d'évaluation du comportement. Les calculs et les évaluations se raffinent
à mesure que s'accroît la connaissance du site. Les décisions concernant
l'établissement des plans et l'exploitation sont prises en fonction des
données connues sur les conditions du site à ce moment-là. Par ailleurs,
on évalue les effets possibles des écarts prévisibles par rapport aux con-
ditions du site, comme on les comprend, et on établit d'avance des mesures



d'urgence en vue de corriger ces déviations au cas où elles se pro-
duiraient. À mesure que les travaux avancent, on compare l'observation et
l'évaluation des conditions réelles aux connaissances antérieures et, le
cas échéant, on modifie les modèles utilisés pour l'évaluation du comporte-
ment. Ce cycle se poursuit tout le long du processus de sélection dusite,
de la construction et de l'exploitation, en sorte qu'à chaque point où l'on
doit prendre des décisions importantes ayant trait à la délivrance de per-
mis ou à l'exploitation, la décision peut être fondée sur des observations
qui remontent loin dans le temps et sur une série d'évaluations du compor-
tement de plus en plus précises.

Le processus d'établissement d'une installation de stockage permanent peut
être envisagé comme une série de décisions qui déliai tent les phases d'un
processus continu : élaboration initiale du concept et son évaluation (la
phase actuelle), sélection du site, construction, exploitation (pouvant
commencer par une phase de démonstration), arrêt de l'exploitation et
déclassement, et finalement fermeture. Chaque phase de ce processus mènera
à un degré de confiance accru dans l'ensemble du système - une confiance
suffisante pour permettre de prendre la décision de continuer jusqu'à la
phase suivante. Avant de prendre la décision de mettre les déchets en
place, il faudra avoir accumulé des données sur de nombreuses années et
effectué toute une série d'évaluations de plus en plus précises. La déci-
sion de fermer l'enceinte de stockage sera prise en fonction de l'expé-
rience et des données accumulées durant les phases de sélections du site,
de construction et d'exploitation, un processus qui s'étalera sur plusieurs
décennies. De cette façon, à ce moment-là, l'incertitude relative à l'ex-
trapolation dans le futur de l'état actuel des connaissances sera considé-
rablement réduite, et les longues annales du comportement passé serviront à
établir la confiance dans notre connaissance du site, son évolution future
et la sûreté sur longue période du système de stockage.

La création, chez le grand public, d'un climat de confiance en un programme
nucléaire national est un élément important de ce dernier. Les décideurs
ont besoin d'un mécanisme permettant de tenir compte des préoccupations du
public lors de l'avancement de grand projets tels qu'une installation de
stockage permanent.

Au Canada, un mécanisme officiel de participation du public au début de
l'élaboration d'un projet est défini dans la loi sur l'examen et l'évalua-
tion en matière d'environnement. On demande au public de participer offi-
ciellement à l'évaluation et à l'examen et on peut lui fournir des fonds à
cette fin. Aucun site ne sera choisi pour une installation de stockage
permanent avant que la technique n'ait d'abord fait l'objet d'une évalua-
tion au cours d'un examen en matière d'environnement. Cet examen est en
cours.

Si l'examen en matière d'environnement mène à la décision de poursuivre les
travaux en vue de la sélection d'un site, nous prévoyons que l'intérêt du
public se maintiendra et qu'il se fixera au niveau d'une collectivité plus
circonscrite. Nous prévoyons également que pendant que les travaux se
poursuivent, le public continuera de prendre part au processus d'examen et
de prise de décision, et qu'il sera toujours nécessaire de comprendre et de
porter attention à ses préoccupations.
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THE BASIS FOR CONFIDENCE IN THE LONG-TERM

SAFETY OF NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE DISPOSAL

by

C.J. Allan and S.H. Whltaker

ABSTRACT

Canada, like other countries, is basing its plans for disposal of nuclear
fuel waste on deep geological disposal; in our case, in stable plutonic
rock of the Canadian Shield. Confidence in the long-term safety of
disposal is founded on the approach taken to site characterization and
disposal vault design, construction, operation and eventually closure.

The design of the disposal system is based on multiple barriers, engineered
and natural, that serve to isolate the waste from the biosphere. The
engineered barriers (container, buffer, backfill, seals) are designed to be
in harmony with the environmental characteristics of the site (e.g. geo-
chemistry, stress) and the processes acting in this environment (e.g.
corrosion, sorptlon, diffusion, advection), so that the site environment
contributes to the longevity of the barriers.

Using this approach, we can obtain much of the evidence we need to evaluate
the future evolution of the site from the site characterization data, i.e.,
from the evidence preserved in the rock mass and the groundwater. In the
Canadian case, the record of past changes preserved in the rock and avail-
able for investigation can be as long as two billion years. This evidence
Is supplemented by a detailed understanding of the processes involved,
derived from laboratory and field studies. The field studies, including
studies of natural analogues, can extend the short-term understanding from
the laboratory studies to the longer tines of interest—tens of thousands
of years.

The approach to site characterization and disposal vault design, construc-
tion, operation, and eventually closure is based on the observational
method, the approach used in good geotechnical engineering. This is a
continuously applied iterative process. Beginning during the site selec-
tion phase, assessments based on all available data are made of the site
conditions. The understanding of the site is Incorporated into models for
use in design and in performance assessment studies. Both the designs and
the assessments become more refined as the knowledge of the site increases.
Design and operational decisions are made on the basis of the understanding
of site conditions at the time. In addition, the potential impacts of
conceivable deviations from site conditions, as understood, are assessed
and contingency measures are established, in advance, to address the devia-
tions should they be encountered. As work proceeds, observation and evalu-
ation of the actual conditions encountered are compared with the previous
understanding and, if necessary, the models used in performance assessment



are modified. This cycle continues throughout site selection, construction
and operation, so that at each point when significant licensing and opera-
tional decisions need to be made, there is a long record of observation and
a series of increasingly refined performance assessments on which to base
the decision.

The process of establishing a disposal facility can be viewed as a series
of decisions separating phases of an ongoing process—initial development
of the concept and its assessment (the current phase), site selection,
construction, operation (possibly beginning with a demonstration phase),
cessation of operations and decommissioning, and eventually closure. Each
phase of this process vill lead to increased confidence in the overall
system—sufficient confidence to permit a decision to be made to proceed to
the next phase. Before the decision is made to emplace waste, many years
of data and a series of increasingly refined evaluations vill have been
accumulated. The decision to close the disposal vault will be made on the
basis of the accumulated evidence and experience from the site selection,
construction, and operational phases, a process extending over many
decades. Thus, at that time the uncertainty in extrapolating into the
future from the current state of understanding vill be significantly
reduced, and the long history of past performance vill provide the basis
for confidence in our understanding of the site, its future evolution and
the long-term safety of the disposal system.

Building public confidence in a national nuclear program is an important
part of its development. Decision makers need to have a mechanism to take
public concerns into account when advancing major projects such as a
disposal facility.

In Canada, a formal mechanism for public involvement in the early part of
project development is defined in environmental assessment and revlev
legislation. The public is asked to formally participate in the assessment
and revlev and may be provided with the funds to do so. No site will be
selected for a disposal facility until the technology has first been
evaluated in an environmental review. This review is currently under way.

If the environmental review leads to a decision to proceed toward selecting
a site, we anticipate that public involvement will continue and that it
vill become more community-specific. We also anticipate that as implemen-
tation proceeds, the publics vill continue to participate in the review and
decision-making process, and the need to understand and address their
concerns will continue.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Canada, lixe other countries, is basing its plans for disposal of nuclear
fuel waste on deep geological disposal; in the Canadian case, in stable
plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield. The most convincing way to demon-
strate the long-teni behaviour of such a disposal system is to build one
and Monitor its performance in the long tern. Because such a procedure is
not practical, society is faced with Baking decisions regarding the
acceptability and the safety of deep geological disposal in the presence
of unavoidable uncertainty. Thus the challenge that faces society and
those charged with responsibility for nuclear fuel waste management is how
to develop sufficient confidence to permit decisions to be made. This
involves developing a strategy for the following:

determining the nature of the decision that needs to be taken at
a given time,
determining what constitutes appropriate and sufficient informa-
tion needed to make the decision, and
assembling the information.

In the case of deep geological disposal such decision making involves a
wide cross section of society:

the waste management agency itself, which is accountable for
implementing any actions in a manner that is safe and minimizes
the environmental impact, and which is accountable for managing
the investment required;

the technical community, which must be convinced that the tech-
nical basis for the decision is sound;

the regulatory agencies, which must be convinced that the risk to
society and the environment can be managed safely and that regu-
latory standards will be met;

the community where the facility is located (or is proposed to be
located) which has a variety of interests ranging from assurance
of safety to issues, such as employment and property values;

politicians at all levels, local, regional and national, who are
accountable to their constituencies and who must take into
account and reconcile the wide-ranging and often disparate and
conflicting interests of their constituents; and

society at large, which must be generally comfortable with the
decision made.

Is there a basis for such decision making in the case of deep geological
disposal of nuclear fuel waste? The answer, we believe, is yes and in what
follows we explain our reasons for so saying. The arguments that we
present are based on the Canadian experience, but, in many cases, we
believe that they are more widely applicable.
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Confidence In the acceptability and the long-term safety of deep geological
disposal draws strength from a number of sources:

the technical approach, i.e., the use of multiple barriers for
redundancy and defence in depth;

the adoption of the observational approach to site characteriza-
tion and to disposal vault design, construction, operation and,
eventually, closure;

the overall approach, which is based on ongoing review and incre-
mental decision Baking; and

active and effective involvement of the public in this process.

2. THE MULTIBARRIEK SYSTEM

In common with the approach adopted in other countries, the Canadian
concept for deep geological disposal involves isolating the waste from the
biosphere by a series of engineered and natural barriers. These barriers
include the form of the waste itself; long-lived, corrosion-resistant
containers in which the waste is sealed; buffer materials to separate the
containers from the surrounding rock and to control the movement of water
to, and corrosion products away iron, the container; the use of seals and
backfill materials to close the various openings, tunnels and boreholes;
and the rock mass in which the disposal vault is located, the geosphere.
There is international consensus that this approach can best achieve the
goal of safely managing nuclear fuel waste in the long term. The bio-
sphere, although not a barrier per se, Is an important part of the overall
system. Because it contains the pathways for direct exposure of humans and
non-human biota to contaminants, its study must be part of any waste
management program.

The Canadian concept proposes that the fuel waste, in the form of either
used-fuel bundles or vitrified high-level waste from reprocessing, would be
enclosed in long-lived containers and emplaced in a vault excavated 500 to
1000 m deep in plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield. Such a system is
intended to be a permanent method of management. There would be no
intention to retrieve the waste or re-handle it in the future, although
retrieval would be possible.

The choice of materials and designs for the engineered barriers will be
made taking into account the characteristics of any site being studied, so
that the engineered barriers will be in harmony with the environmental
characteristics of the site (e.g., the geochemistry) and the processes
acting in this environment (e.g., corrosion, sorption, diffusion, and
advection). In this way, the site environment will contribute to the
longevity of the barriers.
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ABCL's approach to concept development has been to consider the performance
of the system as a whole, rather than focussing on performance requirements
for individual components. This approach allows flexibility In implementa-
tion to be retained, and it increases the likelihood of identifying any
counter-Intuitive interactions or synergisms among system components that
could adversely affect safety. Thus, the performance of individual compo-
nents such as waste containers is analyzed in the context of the system.
This contrasts with a design and safety approach that prescribes perfor-
mance standards for individual components and evaluates safety by the
analysis of the performance of each component independently. Our goal,
therefore, is to develop an in-depth scientific understanding of the
performance of the different components of a disposal system and how these
components interact and influence one another, so that the overall system
can be designed to provide defence in depth.

To achieve these objectives requires expertise and development programs in
many different disciplines, particularly those in materials science and
engineering, geological science and geotechnical engineering and environ-
mental science. It also requires that the information and understanding
developed in these diverse programs be Integrated into a robust facility
design. Performance assessment, including sensitivity analysis and model-
ling, plays a pivotal role in this integration activity.

The reliability of models used to assess the performance of nuclear fuel
waste vaults is a key factor in making decisions regarding the management
of nuclear fuel waste. The degree of reliability required for the models
will increase as implementation of disposal proceeds. But, confidence in
the models used in a specific application will also grow with time as the
models are continually calibrated, evaluated, tested and refined.

Acquiring and building the knowledge base that underlies deep geological
disposal Is a continuing process, and in implementing disposal, flexibility
must be retained so that the program can use and benefit from new informa-
tion and understanding acquired over time. To take just one example,
consider container lifetime. In the Canadian program, the original R&D
target was to achieve a minimum container lifetime of 500 years, and early
work established that this goal could be achieved with a thin-walled
titanium container. Subsequent studies on the corrosion of titanium and
copper indicated that, for the expected groundwater chemistry, thin-walled
titanium containers can be designed to have a lifetime in excess of 105

years, and a 25-mm-thick copper container can potentially provide contain-
ment in excess of 10* years. Such changes in understanding and in our
ablliiy to defend, scientifically, this understanding, can have a profound
impact on the approach taken to facility design and implementation, and on
decision making.

Huch of the evidence needed to evaluate any site that would be considered
for deep geological disposal can be obtained from geological Information
developed, as the site is characterized, i.e., from the record of past
changes preserved in the rock mass and the &roundvater. In the Canadian
Shield, the record available for investigation can be as long as two
billion years. The field evidence is supplemented and complemented by
understanding derived from laboratory studies. Field studies, including



studies of natural analogues, can extend the short-term evidence from the
laboratory studies to the longer tines of interest—tens and even hundreds
of thousands of years—and provide verification of the understanding Incor-
porated in predictive modelling.

Large-scale experiments and studies of natural analogues provide important
confirmation of our understanding of the processes (dissolution of U02 and
material transport) that vould occur in a nuclear fuel waste vault.
Studies of the Cigar Lake uranium deposit in northern Saskatchewan have
been under way since 1984. These and other studies have led us to conclude
that:

little dissolution of the U02 has occurred in various uranium
deposits on time scales of 10* years, thus demonstrating the
long-term thermodynamic stability of U02 under reducing
conditions;

clay (illite in the case of Cigar Lake) is an effective barrier
to the migration of radionudides and colloids and can provide
effective, long-term isolation of the ore body;

low humic contents in dilute groundwaters are unlikely to play a
significant role in either speciation or mobilization of radio-
nuclides; and

organ!cs and microbes are unlikely to affect, adversely, radio-
nucllde migration in the near field.

Investigations at our field research areas indicate that discrete zones of
intensely fractured rock, intersecting otherwise sparsely fractured rock,
are the dominant pathways for groundwater flow at depths greater than 300 m
in plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield. The flux of groundwater can be
high in the fracture zones; however, the flux is very low in the sparsely
fractured rock bounded by the fracture zones, because of its very low
permeability, which is commonly less than 10"18 m2. Such low permeabili-
ties can limit the rate of contaminant movement and indicate that, within
the overall disposal system, the host rock can play an important role as a
natural barrier to the transport of radionuclides.

3. THB OBSERVATIONAL METHOD

No agency in Canada has yet been given the mandate to proceed with siting a
disposal facility for nuclear fuel waste; nevertheless, we can anticipate
that the approach that will be used in site characterization and disposal
vault design, construction, operation, and eventually closure will be based
on the observational method—the approach used in good geotechnical engi-
neering. The observational method is a systematized approach to dealing
with practical problems encountered when engineering In the subsurface. In
this approach, the results of model computations during design are viewed
as working hypotheses subject to confirmation or modification during
construction. This approach provides a framework for decision making in a
situation where it is not practical, even if it were possible, to obtain
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all the detailed geotechnical information that vould be needed for design
of an underground facility prior to excavation at the site. As the project
proceeds, the information is continuously acquired and incorporated into
the design. A lack of detailed knowledge about local variability vithin a
selected rock mass prior to excavation is common in underground construc-
tion. Nevertheless, major projects such as underground powerhouses and
storage chambers, transportation tunnels, and dams are completed success-
fully using a design approach that accommodates observations made as
construction is advanced. As part of its research program, AECL has
constructed an Underground Research Laboratory (URL) for large-scale
testing and in situ engineering experiments on aspects of disposal. The
observational method was used during the design and construction of this
facility.

The observational method, a continuously applied and iterative process, is
central to the use of performance assessment analyses as part of the design
and implementation process. Beginning during the site selection phase,
assessments based on all available data are made of the site conditions.
The understanding of the site is incorporated into models for use in design
and in performance assessment studies. Both the designs and the
assessments become more refined as the knowledge of a site Increases.
Design and operational decisions are made on the basis of the understanding
of site conditions at the time. The maximum possible flexibility should be
retained to incorporate technological improvements. In addition, the
potential impacts of conceivable deviations from site conditions as under-
stood need to be assessed and contingency measures established, in advance,
to address the deviations should they be encountered.

As work proceeds, observation and evaluation of the actual conditicns
encountered are compared with the previous understanding and, if necessary,
the detailed design and the models used in performance assessment are
modified. This cycle continues throughout site selection, construction and
operation, so that at each point when significant licensing and operational
decisions need to be made, a long record of observation and a series of
increasingly refined performance assessments are available on which to base
the decision.

A. ONGOING REVIEW AND DECISION MAKING

This "stepwise" or Incremental process of establishing a disposal facility
can be viewed as a series of phases in an ongoing process—a process that
provides opportunity for review and decision making as an integral part.
Each phase, its review and subsequent decision making should lead to an
increased confidence in the technology. In Canada, we are currently near-
ing the end of the first phase—development of the disposal concept and the
technology required for its implementation—and the concept is now under-
going an environmental assessment, including an intense and vigorous tech-
nical and sci. . ific review.
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If, as a result of this assessment, there is a judgement that the develop-
ment of the concept is sufficiently advanced, a decision may be taken to
proceed with the next appropriate step—the start of site-specific activi-
ties beginning vlth site screening.

Site screening, if successful, would lead to a decision on the
selection of one or more sites for detailed surface-based
characterization.

Surface-based site characterization studies would lead, following
appropriate review, to a selection of one or more sites for
exploratory excavation and more extensive in-ground characteriza-
tion, or to a decision to abandon the site.

In-ground characterization could lead to a decision to initiate
construction, and then operation of a disposal vault. Again,
such a decision would be based on appropriate reviews of the
status of our knowledge.

Construction and operation of a facility would involve ongoing
review, reassessment and recommitment, leading, if appropriate,
to continued operation and eventually to a decision to cease
operations and decommission. Initial operation of the facility
would likely involve a demonstration phase. At an early stage of
vault construction, possibly during the demonstration phase, an
area of the vault might be dedicated to component testing in the
actual conditions at the site. Such testing would continue over
the many decades of vault operation. As part of confidence
building, the components could be eventually retrieved and
examined to establish how closely their behaviour conformed to
the anticipated performance.

Decommissioning and the results of component testing, operational
reviews and monitoring, and post-operational monitoring would
form the basis on which to make a decision when to close and seal
the vault.

Regulatory standards would apply and regulatory approvals and licenses
would be required at various points in the process.

Throughout the process, judgements regarding the performance of the
disposal system would be based on an ever-expanding knowledge and experi-
ence base—a knowledge base that should lead to progressively greater
confidence:

confidence in the efficacy of disposal based on the concept,
confidence in the approach taken to implementation,
confidence in the institutions responsible for implementation,
and
confidence to continue to aove forward.

Eventually there should be sufficient confidence to make the decision to
close and seal the vault.
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An extensive Monitoring program that would begin with the start of site
screening activities would be Maintained throughout this process. Many
years worth of data from Monitoring and studying the site, and a series of
increasingly refined evaluations would have been accumulated before the
decision is Bade to emplace nuclear waste. After the vault has been filled
with nuclear fuel waste, it would likely be Maintained under surveillance
for an extended period to confirm that It Is performing as intended. The
decision whether or not to close the disposal vault would then be Bade on
the basis of the accumulated evidence and experience from the site selec-
tion, construction, and operational phases, a process extending over many
decades. Thus, at this future tine, the uncertainty In extrapolating
further into the future from the current state of understanding would be
significantly reduced. Although uncertainty cannot be entirely eliminated,
the long history of past performance will provide the basis for confidence
In the understanding of the site, its future evolution and the long-term
safety of the disposal system.

5. PUBLIC INVOLVEHENT

The process to be followed in reviewing the program and deciding on future
steps nust involve consultation with and the active participation of the
communities and affected publics. As described in the introduction, the
general public and potential host communities are important constituencies,
which contribute to the decision making when identifying options for waste
management. In most countries that have nuclear programs, the public (as
well as the industry) naturally attaches a high level of importance to
managing nuclear facilities to protect public health and the environment.
Building public confidence in a program is therefore an important part of
its development. Decision makers need to have a mechanism to take public
concerns into account when advancing major projects such as a disposal
facility.

In Canada, a formal mechanism for public involvement in the early part of
project development is defined in environmental assessment and review
legislation. The objective is to establish the scope of public concerns
and Interest early in the planning stage of a project so that steps can be
taken to address the concerns in the project design. The public is asked
to formally participate in the assessment and review and may be provided
with the funds to do so.

In the Canadian program, no site will be selected for a disposal facility
until the technology has first been evaluated In an environmental review.
This review is currently under way. Because no directly affected community
exists, public involvement at this stage is necessarily very broadly based.
As part of concept development, AECL has carried out a public interaction
program with the objectives of providing information to the general public
and to those groups that have shown a particular Interest in the program.
At the same time, we have endeavoured to identify the Issues of concern to
the public and to address these in the documentation, describing the tech-
nology and our approach to disposal.
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If the environmental review leads to a decision to proceed toward selecting
a site, we anticipate that public involvement will continue and that it
will become more community-specific. The process for establishing a
disposal facility is yet to be defined and agreed upon, but there is ?n
expectation that siting practices will be open and participative. The
Information needs and issues of concern to specific communities will differ
from those of concern to the public in general, and the program must evolve
accordingly. Ve also anticipate that as implementation proceeds, the
publics will continue to participate in the review and decision-making
process, and the need to understand and address their concerns will
continue.

6. CONCLUSION

The answer to the question, "Is there a basis for confidence in the evalua-
tion of the long-term safety of nuclear fuel waste disposal?" we believe,
is yes. This answer is based on the following:

the technical approach taken to deep geological disposal,
the adoption of the observational approach,
ongoing review and incremental decision making, and
active and effective public involvement.
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